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Description

[0001] This invention relates to apparatus that em-

ploys replaceable, consumabl
, parts and supplies and,

more particularly, to replaceable, consumable parts and

supplies that include integral m mory for storing both

usage and calibration data.

[0002] Substantially all present-day copiers, printers,

plotters, etc. include a controlling microprocessor which

requires input calibration data for internal components

so as to enable high quality production of documents.

Since most such apparatus is produced so as to allow

user-replacement of consumable items, entry of usage

and calibration data must be performed by the user (or

repair-person) who is performing the replacement oper-

ation. Any error in entry of calibration data can substan-

tially degrade the apparatus or render the apparatus in-

operative.

[0003] To determine usage of consumables, the prior

art has generally been restricted to simple record-keep-

ing entries which enable the user to know when replace-

ment is required. For instance, copiers often display a

count of the number of output pages and maintain an

internal record of the number of rotations of the drum

(or of an organic photoconductor web) to enable the

processor to signal when service or replacement is re-

quired.

[0004] Replaceable developer modules are currently

employed in many electrophotographic printers and

copiers. Each developer module includes a supply of

toner and toner carrier along with a mechanism to bring

the toner/carrier mixture to a drum (or web) surface. To

provide proper control signal levels for a laser exposure

system, the control microprocessor adjusts the ratio of

toner to carrier so as to achieve a proper mixture. One
method for controlling the toner-to-carrier ratio is to pro-

vide an oscillator circuit whose frequency is varied by

the toner-to-carrier ratio. Upon an initial installation of a
new developer module, the control processor takes a

number of minutes to accumulate sufficient data from

the oscillator circuit to determine the toner-to-carrier ra-

tio so as to enable a setting ol the proper signal levels

in the laser exposure system. If the developer module

is removed from the apparatus or is transferred to an-

other apparatus, the entire calibration procedure must

be repeated.

[0005] While, as above indicated, printers and copiers

have heretofore retained an output page count, such a

raw page count does not take into account different wear

levels created by different media types. For instance, a

fuser assembly (which includes a pair of platen rollers,

one or both being heated) manifests a surface break-

down phenomenon after approximately 80,000 pages

of a standard media type. Different media types cause

a variation in fuser assembly wear and a simple page
count does not account for such variations.

[0006] Fuser assemblies used with color printers em-
ploy a silicone oil to increase color saturation level and

to provide a glossy finish to printed media sheets. Dif-

ferent media types require variations in the amount of

applied oil. A control system is provided to enable the

fuser assembly to know the particular type of media
5 sheet so as to enable a determination of the amount of

oil to be d posited. While the processor maintains track

of cumulative oil usage, if the fuser assembly is removed
or the stored data regarding oil usage is lost, there is no
way to reconstruct the usage state of the fuser assembly

io when rt is put back into service.

[0007] In a similar fashion, an electrophotographic

drum includes a photosensitive layer that manifests a

determined charge sensitivity. Such charge sensitivity

data is employed as a control parameter in the power
is control loop of the laser exposure system. Heretofore,

such charge sensitivity data has been entered by the

operator. If, however, the drum is transferred between

printers, as may happen during servicing, such data

does not travel with the drum hut must be reentered.

20 [0008] U.S. Patent 5,049,898 to Arthur et al., as-

signed to the same assignee as this application, disclos-

es a disposable printing assembly wherein an integral

memory element stores data that characterizes the as-

sembly. Arthur et al. provide an ink jet print head assem-
2S bly with a memory which designates the color of ink in

the print head, its amount, and the position of the ink jet

orifice plate on the print head body. This data is read

from the print head by a read/write element in the printer

and is then used or displayed, as desired.

30 [0009] Many consumable, replacement parts for print-

ers/copiers include a fuse that is integral to the replace-

ment part and identifies whether the replacement part

is new or used. If, upon insertion of the replacement part,

the controlling microprocessor determines that the fuse
3S js intact, the machine determines that the replacement

part is new and zeros out its count values which indicate

the remaining usable life for the part. When further input

data concerning the replacement part is required, the

microprocessor either indicates the need for such data
40 to the user via a control panel or automatically gathers

the data from a replacement part sensor (as in the case
of the toner-to-carrier ratio in a developer module).

Thereafter, the fuse is blown (see e.g. US-A-5,021 ,828).

[0010] Such a prior art circuit is shown in Fig. 1 for an
45 electrophotographic printer wherein each of a plurality

of consumable parts are plug connected to a printer at

an interface 10. The plug-connected consumable items

include an oil pad module 12, a black (K) toner devel-

oper module 14, a color developer module 16, a fuser
50 assembly 1 8, a transfer assembly 20, and a photograph-

ic drum assembly 22. Those skilled in the art will realize

that there are other additional consumable items which

can also be plug connected to a printer, in addition to

the aforementioned consumable parts. Each consuma-
55 ble item includes a fuse 24 that is blown by fuse blow

circuitry module 26 upon completion of a calibration ac-

tion by control computer 28. Fuse 24 is incorporated into

the structure of each of the replacement items and is
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connected via a single wire to a contact 30 in a multiple

contact connector, which interfaces with a connector in

the print r. A ground connection 32 within the replace-

ment item enables a complete circuit to be made
through fuse 24.

[0011] US-A-5,365,312 relates toan arrangement for

printer equipment for monitoring reservoirs that contain

the printing medium, wherein the r servoirs comprise

an electronic memory means in the form of a chip in

which information about the current fill status and/or oth-

er status data relevant for the printer operation are

stored. Via two lines, the respective chips are connected

to a central controller including an application specific

integrated circuit used for controlling access to the re-

spective memory chips.

[0012] US-A-5,283,61 3 concerns a monitoring sys-

tem for electrophotographic printing machines using re-

placeable cartridges, wherein each cartridge in the ma-
chine is provided with an electronic count memory and

an electronic flag memory. The respective memory
chips are connected with a control unit via a plurality of

lines corresponding to the number of memory elements

on the chip.

[0013] US-A-5,21 8,407 discloses an image-forming

apparatus having a E2PROM to store information such

as emptiness of toner and number of image formations.

By means of a plurality of lines, the memory is connect-

ed to a central processing unit of the image-forming ap-

paratus.

[0014] Starting from this prior art, it is the object of the

present invention to provide an improved apparatus for

making marks on media sheets which uses a replacea-

ble part/consumable with an integral memory that ena-

bles data to be stored and altered without requiring any
modification to an existing physical interface between

the part/consumable and apparatus in which the part/

consumable is placed.

[0015] This object is achieved by an apparatus ac-

cording to claim 1

.

[0016] A printer/copier apparatus is adapted to re-

ceive replacement parts that are subject to wear or

which comprise a consumable that is employed during

the printing/copying operation. The apparatus includes

a first connector that is coupled to a processor/memory

combination which controls operation of the apparatus.

A replaceable part includes a second connector which

mates with the first connector. The replaceable part in-

cludes a serial access memory that is connected to the

second connector by only a single wire. Data transfers

are enabled both from and to the serial access memory
to allow storage of data that is indicative of usage, cal-

ibration, or other data relating to the replaceable part.

Usage of the single wire enables direct substitution of

the serial access memory in place of a presently provid-

ed fuse, without requiring changes to the physical inter-

face between the replaceable part and the connectors

which mate the replaceable part with the apparatus.

[0017] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a prior art apparatus

wherein each replaceable part includes an integral fus

that is wired to an interface connector via a single wire.

[0018] Fig. 2 is a block diagram that illustrat s th in-

vention.

5 [0019] Fig. 3 illustrates further detail of an interface

portion of a r placeable part, showing a one wire inter-

connection for an on-board serial access memory.

[0020] Hereafter, the invention will be described in the

context of an electrophotographic printer, however it is

10 to be understood that the invention is applicable to any

computer-controlled apparatus that includes replacea-

ble parts/consumables.

[0021] As will be understood, the invention enables

usage and calibration data to be stored in a single wire

*5 memory module that is incorporated into a replaceable

part. Thus, if the replaceable part is transferred from first

apparatus to second apparatus, the second apparatus

is enabled to adjust its control parameters in accordance

with the data stored in the part's on-board memory. This

20 js critical when data from the replaceable part must be
interrelated with other data to enable derivation of ap-

paratus control signals. For instance, humidity data that

is internally sensed within a printer, when combined with

a photoconductor's sensitivity data, directly influences

25 the laser's exposure settings. If incorrect photoconduc-

tor sensitivity data is utilized, printer performance is ad-

versely affected.

[0022] Recently, single wire access, serial memories
have become available in the marketplace. One such

30 memory family comprises the DS1992-DS1995 Touch

Memories from Dallas Semi-Conductors Inc. Each of

those memories is configured as a nonvolatile, random-

access memory with storage sizes which range from 1

K

- 16K bytes. In the case of the DS1992, the internal 128
35 bytes of nonvolatile RAM are organized as four storage

areas of 32 bytes each and a scratch pad of 32 bytes.

Data input and output from the one wire memory is ac-

complished via a protocol wherein various length pulses

are employed which evidence the beginning of a read/

40 write action. Those pulses are followed by bit-by-bit

transfers, wherein ones and zeros are manifest by dif-

ferent pulse lengths.

[0023] Referring to Fig. 2, each replaceable part/con-

sumable mates with a receptacle 36 (shown schemati-
cs cally) within a printer 38. Each of the fuses shown in Fig.

1 have been replaced by a memory chip 40 which con-

nects to the preexisting connector 30 via a wire 42 and
enables storage of both usage and calibration data re-

garding the replaceable part. In Fig. 3, a further detailed

50 view is shown of an interface between a replaceable part

50 and a connector 52 within a printer. Replaceable part

50 includes a plurality of sensors A-N that are intercon-

nected with an interface board 54 on which one-wire

memory chip 40 and electronics module 56 are mount-
55 ed. ( Most of the interconnections on board 54 are not

shown to avoid an overcomplication of the view.) Sen-

sors A-N feed signals to electronics module 56 which

provides an interface function to conn ctor 52 and the
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various control and s nse lines that are conn cted

thereto. Line 42 from one-wir memory chip 40 is con-

nected via contact 32 to memory line 58 which is, in turn,

connected to control computer 28 so as to enable both

reading and writing actions with respect to memory chip s

40.

[0024] In order to enable control computer 26 to iden-

tify the particular replaceable part, it is pr f rred that

blocks of serial numb rs be preassigned to replac able

part types. Control computer 28 is pre-loaded with ap- 10

propriate data thai enables identification of the particular

replaceable part, simply by reading the serial number
stored in memory chip 40 carried by the replaceable

part.

[0025] During operation of the printer, control compu- is

ter 28 is periodically activated to cause outputs from

sensors A-N to be recorded so as to enable use of the

sensed data in rendering system adjustments. In this re-

gard, data from plural memory chips are correlated so

as to enable more accurate adjustments than hereto- 20

fore. For example, as indicated above, fuser assemblies

have determined the amount of silicone oil to apply to a

media sheet in dependence upon the type of media

sheet being fed. Prior art systems have employed a light

sensor to detect the reflectivity of the media sheet in or- 25

der to alter a silicone oil deposition rate. As the silicone

oil is contained in a sponge-like media, the fuser assem-

bly rollers are slowed to achieve a greater silicone oil

deposition upon selected types of media sheets. Cur-

rently, EP printers slow the fuser rollers by approximate- 30

ly 50% when overhead transparencies are fused. This

slow down roughly doubles the amount of silicone oil

deposited. Through the use of this invention and de-

tailed knowledge of past silicone oil usage - as derived

from data stored in a memory chip 40, the temperature 35

of the fuser rollers can be increased to increase the sil-

icone oil release rate to obtain a desired color saturation

level - without decreasing the roller speed. Thus, with

precise knowledge of past silicone oil usage history, the

temperature of fuser rollers can be altered by control 40

computer 28 to allow the fuser system to operate at full

speed while the silicone oil is being deposited at the

higher temperature.

[0026] In a similar manner, data can be stored in a

memory chip 40 which enables more accurate control *s

in response to developer module parameters. Presently,

the only information stored by control computer 28 re-

garding a color developer module is a sensor offset, a

page count, and a humidity value. The sensor offset is

used to control the toner-to-carrier ratio. Page count is so

used to also modify the toner-to-carrier ratio to compen-

sate for aging of the developer's mechanical assemblies

and aging of the carrier, per se. It will be recalled that

the carrier is a magnetic material used to convey toner

and helps develop proper electrostatic charges on the 55

toner particles. Memorychip 40 will preferably store ad-

ditional data regarding developer module parameters

that affect image production. Those parameters will in-

clude: developer magnet strength; absolut distanc

between the developer sleeve and the photoconducting

drum; developer surface roughness and absolute mag-
net angle. Each of the aforesaid parameters directly af-

fects development quality and will enable control com-
puter 28, upon determining the aforesaid stor d param-
eters, to more accurately compensate for variations

thereof. Similarly, a memory chip 40 associated with a
drum would record a param ter defining the drums' pho-

tosensitivity (i.e. charge and discharge characteristics).

Control computer 28 will compensate for variations in

that parameter by adjusting toner carrier ratio, laser

power and bias settings for both the developer module
and the drum photoconductor.

[0027] Further, carrier particles employed with the

toner exhibit a charge-to-mass ratio which is a measure
of the carrier's ability to impart a charge to the toner

Such charge-to-mass ratio is recorded after manufac-

ture and a low charge-to-mass ratio means that there is

less control of the toner and that it is emplaced more
easily on the drum. Such charge-to-mass ratio, as

measured by the manufacturer, can be stored in a mem-
ory chip 40 attached to each developer module. Upon
initialization, a printer would adjust a number of settings

in the printer to compensate for a charge-to-mass ratio

which falls outside of an expected range (e.g., the toner-

to-carrier ratio could be altered, the drum bias setting

changed, the laser power setting or the developer bias

setting altered etc.).

[0028] Upon receiving updated sensor data and per-

forming the necessary calculations, control computer

causes revised usage and/or calibration data to be writ-

ten to the respective memory chips 40 to update their

memory states. Thus, if a replaceable part from a first

printer is transferred to a second printer, control compu-
ter 28 in the second printer is enabled to access the us-

age and calibration data of the newly substituted re-

placeable part and to accurately adjust its operating

states in accordance therewith.

Claims

1. Apparatus for making marks on media sheets, said

apparatus adapted to receive replaceable parts that

are subject to wear or include a consumable that is

employed during operation of said apparatus, said

apparatus comprising:

processor means (28) for controlling said appa-

ratus;

a receptacle (36) for receiving a replaceable

part;

first connector means (52) associated with said

one rec ptacle and coupled to said processor

means (28); and

4
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a replac able part (50), juxtaposed to said re-

ceptacle (36) and including a second connector

m ans (30) that mates with said first connector

means (52), said replaceabl part (50) includ-

ing a memory (40) that is connected to said sec- s

ond connector means (30), said processor

means (28) enabled ther by to both read and

write data from and to said memory (40), said

memory (40) storing data at least indicative of

usage of said replaceable part (50); 10

characterized in that

said memory (40) is a serial access memory (40)

that is connected to said second connector means

(30) by only a single wire (42). is

2. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 wherein said

processor means (28) is controlled to periodically

write updated usage data into said serial access

memory (40) so as to accurately reflect usage of 20

said replaceable part (50).

3. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 , wherein said

serial access memory (40) is coupled to a fuser as-

sembly and includes data regarding past usage his- 2s

tory of an incorporated silicone oil supply, said proc-

essor means (28) responding to said data regarding

past usage history to modify a temperature of said

fuser assembly upon determining that a transpar-

ency media sheet is to pass in contact therewith. 30

Verbindereinrichtung (30) verbunden ist, wobei
dadurch ermoglicht wird, daR die Prozessorein-

richtung (28) Daten sowohl von dem Speicher

(40) Nest als auch in denselben schreibt, wobei
der Speicher (40) Daten speichert, die zumin-

dest die Verwendung des ersetzbaren Teils

(50) anzeigt;

dadurch gekennzeichnet,

daG der Speicher (40) ein Seriellzugriffsspeicher

(40) ist, der mit der zweiten Verbindereinrichtung

(30) durch nur einen einzelnen Draht (42) verbun-

den ist.

2. Die Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, bei der die Pro-

zessoreinrichtung (28) gesteuert ist, um periodisch

aktualisierte Verwendungsdaten in den Seriellzu-

griffsspeicher (40) zuschreiben, um so die Verwen-

dung des ersetzbaren Teils genau wiederzugeben.

3. Die Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 , bei der der Seri-

ellzugriffsspeicher (40) mit einer Verschmelzungs-

anordnung gekoppelt ist und Daten einschlieBt, die

die vergangene Verwendungsgeschichte einer ein-

gebauten Silikonolversorgung betreffen, wobei die

Prozessoreinrichtung (28) auf die Daten betreffend

die vergangene Verwendungsgeschichte reagiert,

um eine Temperatur der Verschmelzungsanord-

nung zu modifizieren, wenn bestimmt wird, da6 ein

transparentes Medienblatt diese in Kontakt mit der-

selben durchlauft.

Patentanspruche

1. Vorrichtung zum Erzeugen von Markierungen auf

Medienblattern, wobei die Vorrichtung angepaOt ist,

um ersetzbare Teile aufzunehmen, die einer Abnut-

zung ausgesetzt sind oder ein verbrauchbares Gut

einschliefien, das wahrend des Betriebs der Vor-

richtung verwendet wird, wobei die Vorrichtung fol-

gende Merkmale umfaGt:

Revendlcatlons

35

1 . Dispositif pour r^aliser des marques sur des feuilles

de support, ledit dispositif 6tant adapts pour rece-

voir des pieces remplagables qui sont sujettes &
I'usure ou qui component un produit consommable

40 utilise pendant le fonctionnement dudit dispositif, le-

dit dispositif comprenant

:

eine Prozessoreinrichtung (28) zum Steuern

der Vorrichtung;

45

eine Aulnahme (36) zum Aufnehmen des er-

setzbaren Teils;

eine erste Verbindereinrichtung (52), die der ei-

nen Aufnahme zugeordnet ist und mit der Pro- so

zessoreinrichtung (28) verbunden ist; und

ein ersetzbares Teil (50), das benachbart zu der

Aufnahme (36) angeordnet ist und eine zweite

Verbindereinrichtung (30) einschlieBt, die mit 55

der ersten Verbindereinrichtung (52) zusam-

menpafit, wobei das ersetzbare Teil (50) einen

Speicher (40) einschli Bt, der mit der zweiten

des moyens formant processeur (28) pour

commander ledit dispositif

;

un receptacle (36) pour recevoir une pidce

remplacable

;

des premiers moyens formant connecteur (52),

associes audit receptacle et couples auxdits

moyens formant processeur (28) ; et

une ptece remplacable (50), juxtapos^e audit

r6ceptacle (36) et comportant des deuxtemes

moyens formant connecteur (30) venant s'ac-

coupler avec lesdits premiers moyens formant

connecteur (52), ladite pi£ce remplacable (50)

comportant une memoire (40) connectee

auxdits deuxifcmes moyens formant connec-

teur (30), lesdits moyens formant processeur

(28) 6tant ainsi actives k la fois pour lire et 6cri-

5



EP 0 721 171 B1 10

re des donnees depuis et vers ladite m6moire

(40), ladit memoire (40) contenant des don-

nees au moms indiquant ('utilisation de tadite

piece remplacabl (50)

;

5

caracteris6 en c que

ladite memoire (40) est une memoire a acces

ens§rie(40)connecteeauxditsd uxiemesmoy ns

formant connecteur (30) s ulement par un simple

fil (42). 10

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel les-

dits moyens formant processeur (28) sont comman-
des pour ecrire periodiquement des donnees d'uti-

lisation mises a jour dans ladite memoire a acces is

en se>ie (40), de fagon a representor precisement

I'utilisation de ladite piece remplagable (50).

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel la-

dite memoire a acces en serie (40) est couplee a 20

un ensemble fusible et comporte des donnees con-

cernant I'historique d'utilisation anterieure d'une ali-

mentation en huile de silicone incorporee, lesdits

moyens formant processeur (28) repondant auxdi-

tes donnees concernant I'historique d'utilisation an- 25

terieure pour modifier la temperature dudit ensem-
ble fusible tors de la determination du fait qu'une

feuille de support transparente va venir en contact

avec celui-ci.

35
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